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Abstract 
The Injector for the Stanford Linear Collider U being stud

ied uiDg the fully electromagnetic partiele-in-cell program 
MASK. The program takes account of tylindricaily symmet
rical OT fields from the external aource, a* well aa fields pro-
Juced by the beam and DC magnetic Gelds. It calculates the 
radial and longitudinal motion of electrons and plots their po
sition* in various planes hi phase apace. Bunching parameters 
can be optimised and insights into the benching process and 
emittance growth have bees gamed. The results of the simu
lations are compared to the experimental results. 

Description and Specification of Collider Injector 
The collider injector must provide two intense single RF 

bunches SO ni apart with low emittance and reasonable spec
trum. The design specifications for the collider injector are 
listed below: 

Charge per bunch 12 ac = 7.5 x 10"V/buuch 
Bunch length IS* ss 15 psec FWHM 
Emittasce .03 * mg< - m 
Energy 35 to SO MeV 

The collider injector (Fig. 1) consists of an electron gun, 
two 16tb sub-harmonic buncher*, a 10 cm loug S-band trailing 
wave buncher and a 3 m long S-band traveling wave accelera
tor. The sub-harmonic bunchtrs (SHB'e) bunch the 2.5 nsec 
gun pulse by about a factor of 12, to that the hunch enur
ing the S-band b'locher li about 200 psec long. The S-b&nd 
buncher eotapresjei the bunch about a factor of 10, and raises 
its energy slightly to about 250 kV. There is no space between 
tbe buncher and the accelerator since space charge forces would 
cause the bunch to debunch rapidly in the absence of a com
pressing longitudinal electric field. A cut-off iris between the 
buneher and accelerator section permits independent adjust
ment of phase and RF power level for each. 

Diaensston of One-DIseoakma] Modeling Program 
Electron bunching and capture in the injector was initially 

calculated using a computer simulation similar to that used 
by Mavrogenea et o l l We modeled the beam aa 3D to 50 in
finitely thin disks of charge with each disk divided into three 
concentric annular regions of equal charge. The program cal
culates the longitudinal position and energy of the annular re
gions as they move through tbe injector region. The force due 
to RF field* is modeled aa a sinusoidal field at the fundamen
tal frequency In each region. The apace charge forces between 
annul! are found by solving for the average static force be
tween antrall lnride a smooth, grounded, conducting cylinder. 
Thus the program calculates tbe effect* of space charge and im
age changes on the longitudinal motion of the electrons. The 
buncher and accelerator regions are immersed in a colenoidal 
magnetic field which provides radial focusing. Assuming that 
the aslanoldal field* can keep the beam at a reasonably con
stant radius in each region, the radius of the Ljmuli were chosen 
by estimating the BriUouln radius. 

• Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-
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Fig. 1. Tbe SLC Injector 
This model should be satisfactory in the sub-harmonic 

buBcher region where the conducting beam pipe is smooth. 
However, in the buncher and accelerator region* made up of 
disk-loaded waveguides, the model is a great over-simplification. 
Clearly, this one-dimensional program gives us no insight into 
transverse emittants growth which it a major (and undesir
able!) by-product of thi bunching process. Consequently, we 
decided to model the injector using the fully relativietie two-
dimensional particle in cell program MASK.' 

Buncher/Captw* Region Modeled by MASK 
The collider injector is about 6 m long, while the electron 

bunch is a few millimeters long. At present it it not reason
able to model the whole injector using MASK with the mesh 
sire of about 1 mm required to represent the space charge 
forces of the Snal bunch well. Consequently, we iaust seek 
piece-wise solutions. Tbe most critical part of the injector 
is the S-band buncber and capture region of the accelerator 
where apace charge fortes and transverse emHtance growth are 
largest. Thus the MASK runs reported here model a 25 cm 
long region beginning with the S-band buncber as indicated in 
Fig. I. The emittance growth results from both space charge 
forces and the radial forces due to the RF fields. These effects 
vanish a* \f"f. 

Figure 2 is the R - Z profile of the buncher (allowed by the 
first three cavities of the S-band accelerator structure. The 
radius of the problem a* simulated in MASK is smaller than 
the radius of the actual cavities. The upper boundary of each 
cavity is simulated as a "port* which ha* aa RF voltage where 
phase and amplitude have been adjusted to simulate the trav
eling wave in tbe structure. This reduces the filling time re
quired for tbe fields to reach steady state, since each cavity Gils 
primarily from its own port. 

These tuns were made an the SLAC IBM 3081 and require 
only 10-20 minutes (depending on the number of macroparti-
cka] for the actual simulation of the bunch passing through 
the structure. A somewhat longer time, about 40 minutes, is 
spent in carefully establishing the Said* before the particles 
are injected, but this data is saved and then reused to restart 
the problem several times a* different particle distributions, 
injection phase angles, etc., an simulated. k. ,: # 
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Figure 2 represent* particle dentSly plot* tor a tin-
g]e bunch a* it move* through the buncher and t n t 
three cavities of the accelerator. The bnach la shown 
at nine different time*, not equally (paced, aa il eaten 
from the left, la bunched In the buncher and begin* to 
be accelerated, h enter* at 200 keV and leave* on the 
tight at 1.6 M«V. Three different ease* are shown is 
Fig. I, all with the earn* initial BF field, before the 
bunch eaten. 1 s t field* a n t MV/tn in the buncher 
and 17 MV/m in the accelerator. There ia a uniform 
longitudinal DO magnetic field of .12 T applied la the 
Stat caw. TUa field is the BriUouin field for the en 
rent of 100 A at the enter of the bunch entering the 
probtera. The firtt striking fact that we obeerve b that 
the volume the bunch occtrpiea remain* ahnoat eonataiit 
until it begins to be accelerated to rel*tivl*lic velocities. 
lnlbenr*H-I/8KPcycle(fir»t6vephotoe)ofFig.2a. 
the bunch length decrease* by a factor 8 and the beam 
radio* increase* by about \/B, thereby keeping the vol
ume occupied by the beam almost eeniitant. 

In Fig. 2b we ate what happen) when we try to 
keep tha beam entailer by increaaing the focuiing mag
netic field. When we Inert*** the field from .12 T to 
.1$ T the beam dots Indeed May smaller and the output 
emittanca ibrlokt by 30% from 1.6 X 10 - ' rmge - m to 
l.B x 10"*rmoe - m. However, the bunch length in-
ereuu tram 21 pa to 27 pa, 

We would like to point out anetfier feature of the magnetic 
focusing. The endi of the bunch tee lower radial apace charge 
fieldi and hence r,ra not at equilibrium. They oacillate about a 
smaller Brlllouia radiua [Figs. 2a and 2b), When the end* of 
the bunch are at large radius, the particle* bunch more rapidly. 
Thia la because the longitudinal space charge forces decreue 
and the RF field* lncraase With increasing radio*. The RP 
fields in the buacher Increase witb radius because vt < c and 
consequently the radial propagation constant k, is imaginary. 
This effect 1* most striking is the third photo (1 = 1-1/8 cycle*) 
of Fig. 2b. 

Figure 2e displays a run la which everything is identical to 
Fig. 2a except that the charge ia the bunch haa been reduced 
by a factor 100 Is demonstrate the importance ol the balance 
between the bunching forces and epaee charge. The electron* 
form a very abort bunch to the third cell of the bencher, ̂ nd 
then fiy right through because the opposing apace charge forces 
are too weak. A suitable reduction in KF field amplitude would 
cast* a abort bunch to form. 

Figure*3tlirongh6*hc«c^fierenta*pect*afthecoaiputer 
run ia Fig. 2a. They demesatnte the power of the MASK 
program to ghre iaajgat into the beam dynamic* in the injector. 

Figure 3 thow* the current dkiribntion in the bunch a* it 
panes five point* almcet equally spaced in a. The minimum 
full width at half maximum occur* in the eat eat iria between 
the buneher and the accelerator. The FWHM increases aorne-
whal after this point but the bate of the bunch continue* to 
bunch. Thebunch*bapedoe*Botchangeinthela*t5cmofUie 
problem aa the beam 1* being rapidly accelerated to rehtmatic 
velocities. 
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Fig. 2. The R- Z particle density plot* in each figure show the su
perimposed image* of a aingle electron bunch. The electron* enter on 
the left from a tubhannock buncher, traverse the 0.75 vtbcity-oMigbt 
bunching section (the four cavitie* on the left) and are accelerated In the 
accelerating tection {the first three cavitie* of which are simulated). 
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Fig. 3. The current distribution in the bunch 
for five value* of *. 

Figure 4 shows the longitudial phase space of the beam of 
tig. 2a as a function of z. At* = <i the beam display* the cla*-
ncal sinusoidal velocity modulation. By z = t, however, the 
apace charge force* in the middle of the bunch are beginning to 
become stronger than the beaching field* and the correlation 
between momentum and a ha* revetted in a email region fee* 
Fig. 4b). By x = c (Fig. 4c) the bunch bat a distinct positive 
correbtioB urhich means it ia being debauched. However, by 
thb point the energy ia ri*ing rapidly to very little debouching 
cecum. Dae to the non-linear retationabjp between energy and 
velocity the particle* which enter the buacher at both ends of 
the bunch are now behind the core, giving the beam a dirTutt 
tail. By * = i (Fig. 4d) a new feature hat become appar
ent: the beam haa a high frequency energy modulation with a 
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Fig. 4. Longitudinal phut >pace at a function of * for the brain atom in Fig. 2a. 
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Fig. 5. Transverse phase space at • 

wavelength of 3 mm (i.e., about th* 35th harmonic of the ac
celerator frequency). Toi* may be real or it may b* as artifact 
of the simulstion. 

The transverse phase space of the beam of Fig, la U shown 
in Fig. S. Again, a, b, e, and d show the beam at * = a, t, 
e, and rf, respectively. The rnott obvious feature of the radial 
phase apace in Fig. 5a and b it that a diffuse halo is teen, 
populated by the particles from either end of the bunch which 
a n mismatched into the Brillouin focusing solenoid. Another 
effect begins to appear in Fig. 5c and is obvious hi Sd. The 
distribution of particles in the r, p, phase plane becomes trian
gular. The 'presd in radial momentum p, is a linear function 
ofr. This TesolU from tb* fact that the RF radial forces de
pend Steady on radios, but vary sinuaoidally with time. This 
linK-dependent RF lent dominates the output emtttauce of 
this injector. 

Tbe axial electric field, E„ if shorn in Fig, fl The injected 
bunch contains I x I0"e" vi the effect of the wakeSdds is 
apparent at the location of the bunch at about * as ISO mm. 
The 3 mm wave we mentioned earlier is also apparent behind 
the bunch. 

Comparison with Experimental Result* 
Wis have not reached tbe point of doing a detailed compsri-

aon between the MASK calculations and experiments. The in
jector Is now used for all full energy beams and I* not available 
for tests. Measurements reported earlier1 indicate the emit-
tanee bom the injector varies as 67c ss 0.7 x Vb~WJ w rad - m, 
where/i*theciirrentmlOne~/pulae- So for 10"e~ we should 
expect M x lO-** rad-m. Tint experimental bunch length* 
reported in Ret 3 was 16 ps FWHM for S x 10"«~. The 
MASK runs gave bunch lengths of 21 to 27 psec for 10" e~ 
and emlttaaces of l.B to 2,6 x VT*f rsd - m. 

s locations as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 6. Longitudinal electric field. 

MASK is • powerful toot for designing and understand
ing high carnal electron linear accelerator injector*. The pro
grams diagnostics allow th* designer to see the bunch evolve, to 
watch the tmittanet grow, to tee the effect of space-charge on 
the fields In the structure. Our next step will be lo do careful 
comparisons with experimental data from the injector. In this 
process we hope to tee whether the dependence on parameters 
such at magnetic field Is th* tame as the MASK calculations 
indicate. Finally we hop* to use MASK to design a bunching 
system which can bunch 2 or S times more charge into a single 
S-band bunch than our present injector. 

1. 0 . Mavrogenes ef at., IEEE Trans, (fuel. Sci. NS-30, 
019, Jan* 1*73. 

J. M. B. Jama* ef •!., IEEE Trans. Hud. Sci. N8-M. 
t n t , Aug. 1983. 

3. A. Drobot, 'Numerical Simulation of High Power Mi
crowave Sources * this conference. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liabHily or responsibility Tor the accuracy, completeness, or use
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United Stales Government or any agency thereof. 


